Notice of Intention to Remove Companies From the Register

I have received a request in the prescribed form to remove each of the following companies from the Register under section 318(1)(d) of the Companies Act 1993 and I am satisfied that either the companies have ceased to carry on business, have discharged the liabilities to all known creditors, and have distributed surplus assets or that the companies have no surplus assets and no creditor has applied to put any of the companies into liquidation.

585 VICTORIA LIMITED.
ACAT LIMITED.
ACVING IT LIMITED.
ACMERO MANAGERS LIMITED.
AEL ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED.
AIKA HOUSE LIMITED.
ALIQUANDO LIMITED.
ALLEN GRAHAM CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
ANTIPODES GP LIMITED.
ANZA CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
ARJ LATTO LIMITED.
ARMSTRONG AND MCGOVERN LIMITED.
ASCOT WOOLS LIMITED.
ASHANTHI PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ATLIN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AUDIOLounge LIMITED.
BAY FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
BEBINGTON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BERNORA NO 2 LIMITED.
BERTHER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BIEST LIMITED.
BJ LIMITED.
BLACK SANDS MUSIC LIMITED.
BLUEWATER SPORTZ BAR LIMITED.
BOOCOCK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BORPLASTIKA NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
BRAIN TEST LIMITED.
BRINICLE LIMITED.
C&N GREEN FRESH LIMITED.
CAFFEIN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CAFFEIN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CAMERON LIVINGSTONE LIMITED.
CAMP SIGNS 2015 LIMITED.
CAMPBELL CAR PAINTING LIMITED.
CAPE HORN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CARRIED AWAY BAGS (1998) LIMITED.
CASADEN LIMITED.
CEL AUGUSTUS NOMINEES LIMITED.
CKK LIMITED.
CLC CO. LIMITED.
CLIVE ORGANIC MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
COAG PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED.
COMBER ROBINSON CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
CONTRACT WORX LIMITED.
DDH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DEADANT LIMITED.
DEVEREUX AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
DILLON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DR JAKS LIMITED.
DR VIV TATE LIMITED.
DUFFY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
EAST COAST BENCHTOPS LIMITED.
EDEN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
EL SHADDAI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ELAN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
ELGIN LINTON LIMITED.
EQUITY CROWDFUNDING LIMITED.
ERL PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
ESTUARY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
F T DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
FAIRELM LIMITED.
FEETWOX LIMITED.
FIREFLY WEDDINGS AND EVENTS LIMITED.
FIVE B'S IN A POD LIMITED.
FJ. LI BUILDERS LIMITED.
FM TRUSTEES 361 LIMITED.
FORCE LOCATION LIMITED.
FORESTRY PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING LIMITED.
FRASERNOAKES TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
FREEDOM 45 LIMITED.
FX CAPITAL MARKETING LIMITED.
GARMIN NEW ZEALAND HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GAZI AND FATAMA LIMITED.
GENEVALUE LIMITED.
GENTRACK SHARE SALE COMPANY LIMITED.
GEOLYNAR LIMITED.
GIBBERD CONTRACTING LIMITED.
GOLDEN NUTRITION COMPANY LIMITED.
GREEN CRESCENT VENTURE TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
HAKANOA PROPERTIES MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HALLENSTEINS (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED.
HAVELOCK LOCUM SERVICES LIMITED.
HENDERSON (NZD TRUST CO) LIMITED.
HILTON CLAY GRAVEL LIMITED.
HUNTY WEST MEDICAL CENTRE LIMITED.
HYDROTORQ LIMITED.
ILLDOT ARTISTIC DESIGN LIMITED.
INVERCARGILL TRUCK SERVICING LIMITED.
IRONIK LIMITED.
ISERVETECHNZ LIMITED.
J D M PERFORMANCE CARS LIMITED.
JACKNREE LIMITED.
JACOBS RIVER TOO LIMITED.
JERC LIMITED.
JUST LOUNGING AROUND CAFE LIMITED.
KAMRAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
KIWI MOSAIC LIMITED.
KR LOGISTICS LIMITED.
L H MCWATT LIMITED.
LANGDON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
LINNELL SWEENEY LIMITED.
LINTON HOMES LIMITED.
LOCNETWORKS LIMITED.
LOYSON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
LPB HOLDINGS LIMITED.
M & T NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MACS WASTEWATER SERVICING LIMITED.
MAGELLAN CAPITAL LIMITED.
MAKARAU FORESTS LIMITED.
MAKARAU PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MANIOTOTO PEST MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
MANUKAU CURTAINS LIMITED.
MARCOPOLO GROUP LIMITED.
MARLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MARNANE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MARUISHI SHOJI NZ LIMITED.
MCFIN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MIME LIMITED.
MISTER TRACK & PAD NZ LIMITED.
MJO MOTORING LIMITED.
MORE THAN WORDS LIMITED.
MOTOR TRADE OFFICES LIMITED.
MYCORP FIFTEEN LIMITED.
MYWORKSAFE LIMITED.
NEW ART LIMITED.
NO 8 VENTURES - 1 LIMITED.
NORMA JEAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NORTHGATE HOUSING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
NURTURE HEALTH LIMITED.
NZ-SINO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
OLPHERT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
OMAHA HAULAGE LIMITED.
OMAKA HANGER LIMITED.
OPULES INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ORGANIC OASIS LIMITED.
OSKATOMICARIC LIMITED.
OSWALD AND MAY LIMITED.
P & R MILK LIMITED.
PAGRADA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PARAHIKAI LIMITI
PARD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PATEL & MAC DONALD LIMITED.
PATRICIA RAUDNIC ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PAULCARO LIMITED.
PAULINE ANTHONY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PAULINE ANTHONY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PRN LIMITED.
PRAGONDA PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
PERENDALE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
PERKINSON BROS LIMITED.
PIATA LIMITED.
PKLM LIMITED.
PONSONBY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
PREMIER SEAFOODS LIMITED.
PRIME SAWMILLS LIMITED.
PRN LIMITED.
PROJECTPARTNER.COM LIMITED.
PUKETE MANAGEMENT COMPANY LIMITED.
QTC LIMITED.
R A STANBOROUGH & SON LIMITED.
RATA RIVER LIMITED.
RENTFAST LIMITED.
RICK FORD PAINTERS & PAPERHANGERS LIMITED.
ROSEHILL RENTALS LIMITED.
RUSSELL VIEW APARTMENTS LIMITED.
RUSSLLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
S.G MECHANICAL LIMITED.
SAFFIE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SALTBOX LIMITED.
SANCTUARY COVE LIMITED.
SANTA LORENZA LIMITED.
SARGOOD STUDIO LIMITED.
SEALTICGE ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
SISTA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
SMART MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
SMART START NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
STEVenson & TAYLOR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
STONEHOUSE WINERY LIMITED.
SUBURBAN PEDLARS LIMITED.
TAKEAWAY PIMP LIMITED.
TALLEY'S LONGLINE NZ LIMITED.
TASMAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TASTE EVENTS COMPANY LIMITED.
TAURANGA CITY REALTY 2002 LIMITED.
TAURANGA COMMERCIAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
THE AEGEAN TRUST NOMINEES LIMITED.
THE FOOD FACTORY LIMITED.
THE GARDENS MEDICAL CENTRE LIMITED.
TINOPAI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TOADFLAX LIMITED.
TRANSCON WARKWORTH LIMITED.
TROLL COMPANY LIMITED.
UAE EXCHANGE NEW ZEALAND PTY LIMITED.
URBAN ADVENTURE LIMITED.
VAV HOLDINGS LIMITED.
V-TEL LIMITED.
WAKA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WASFA LIMITED.
WAYNE NORGROVE LIMITED.
WEST CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
WHAKARO LIMITED.
WINTERGARDEN PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
YIDINGTANG CUISINE LIMITED.
YOUNG’S BAKERY 2008 LIMITED.
YOUR DAY LIMITED.

Unless, under section 321 of the Companies Act 1993, written objection to the removal of any of the above-named companies is delivered to the Registrar by 27 July 2017 (being not less than 20 working days from the date of this notice), the Registrar is required to remove the companies from the Register.

Dated this 29th day of June 2017.

ROSS VAN DER SCHYFF, Registrar of Companies.

Contact for Enquiries: 0508 COMPANIES (0508 266 726).

Online Service for Objections at: www.companies.govt.nz.